IBM Security
Expert Labs for i2

i2

IBM Security Expert Labs services for IBM Security i2® provide technical and domain subject
matter experts who can assist you at any point in your intelligence analysis journey.

Reduce Time to Deployment and Increase User Adoption
Get paired with a trusted advisor who can help you deploy, configure and customize i2 software to meet
the specific needs of your organization and maximize the value of your i2 investments. i2’s flexible and
customizable products are designed to interface with a wide variety of systems and accommodate

immense quantities of disparate data. By utilizing Security Expert Labs, you will receive a design and
configuration that aligns to your tactical and strategic needs.

Our Service Offerings

Why Security Expert Labs?

Getting Started Services

Flexible Options

Take advantage of our team’s vast i2
experience to guide and install your i2
intelligence analysis deployment, train
your teams and provide a rapid return on
investment.

We can provide expert coverage for
varying project needs including
customer specific compliance,
deployment reviews, architecture
advice and optimization assistance.

Optimizing Intelligence Analysis

Time to Value

Our team can help you to further improve
the efficiency of your analysts by
enhancing and extending the core
products to meet your specific needs or
integrating i2 software with other IBM
products.

Our team helps customers deploy
faster, smarter and with more agility,
so that you encounter fewer
challenges and achieve product value
more quickly.

Expanding Intelligence Analysis

In addition to providing hands on help
with deployment or product
expansion, we can also educate and
support your team to help you
achieve self-sufficiency.

Security Expert Labs can provide a design
and configuration that aligns to your
tactical and strategic needs by expanding
your solution to accommodate new data
sources and schema elements.

Consultant on Demand

Get time with a consultant for anything
related to i2. Pair with a subject matter
expert who understands your workflow to
achieve your top goals and provide an
implementation that fits your use cases.
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Education and Support

Contact your i2 account manager
or email sel@us.ibm.com today!

